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Va SUMMARY AND CONClUS~ONS 
I • ! NTRODUCT I ON 
uhe quest~on of lihow should a structure be designed for safe ~! i 
not an easy one to answer. in the first place the measurement of structura 
is not clear cut. Engineers have been designing supposedly safe and 
f~(;(.mom« cad s true tu res through a ! If Be tor of safety,,! i One \>Jay of do i ng is ij 
,;]5 Rcad hI to specify an allowable working stress ~"hich is E'fqual to the yiedd 
stress g or some other 1 imiting stress of a material. divided by the factor of 
safe Every part of a structure is then proportioned such that no 
structure is the working stress exceeded. An alternative procedure is to 
ion material of a structure such that its ultimate capaci 
may be determined on a conservative basis) is at least equal to the design load 
times the factor of safety Clearly. the factor of safety approach assumes 
It both structural capaci and applied load are completely p i cltab II 
however w this is often not caseo More likely 
and structural capaci cannot be fned wnth certain 
ticn relating to loads and structural strengths, inc uding 
maximum loads and minimum strengths, are not completely predictable. absolu 
assured¢ Statements of structural s should 
into consideration remote possibil ity of structural failure i which may mean 
p~!r tt M a 
b (€ib ~IJ ~ of 
'9 unserv[cabil i or outri t collapse. The notion of a 
ilure is then unavoidable and any rational measure of struc ral 
t Ito based on acceptance of this notion. When such a ta 
exists and the load and streng variables can be described n 
probabi! isti sense~ the safety of a structure can truthfully be specified 
an associated probabil i 
-2-
The safety of structures in terms of probability of survival (re-
1 iability)p or conversely of probabil ity of failure 9 has been treated before 
ok 
19293$495p6~7 ; foremost among these include the pioneering work of Freudenthal 1 9 
4 6 Pugsley 9 and Prot 0 Needless to say and in spite of these works 9 the 
probabi 1 is tic consideration of structural safety remains shrouded with a 
number of problems; among these are the absence of data or insufficiency of 
data for determining the probabil istic descriptions of the app1 ied loads and 
structura1 strengthso Also v a number of theoretical questions relating to 
certann fundamenta1 concepts and the significance of certain physica] assumptions 
remain unansweredQ 
Of relevance to the consideration of structural safety are probabil ity 
$tatements pertaining to a structure surviving a sequence of 1oad' appl I.cations 
without damage p and also to the possibil ity of col lapse under a severe loado 
For purposes of designv both of these probabi1 ities may be of ~nterest and 
importance., 
1 02 Ob lee t and Scope 
The purposes of the present report are (1) to review and c]arify 
a number of principal assumptions that are necessary for the eva]uation 
of the rel iab[l ities of structures and structural systems~ and (2) to 
establ ish rei iable mathematical formu1at8onsdor the anaiys is of structural 
safety consistent with realistic physical assumptionso On this baSDS the 
highest lower bound and the lowest upper bound rel iabi1!tes of l[near structures 
and structural systems are identified and derived matnematicaliy in terms of 
the probabil ity o~ failure under the first loado 
oj, 
Numbers refer to the ~tems in the 1 ist of references on page 48 0 
-3-
Every effort is made to avo[d ambiquity; all results and conclusions 
are derived on the basis of first principleso ~n Chapter IIv the hazard or rusk 
function for structures subjected to repeated ]oadings is examined for a c]ass 
of structures that are of considerable importance an civ~ 1 engineeringo The 
safety and rei iabil Ity of structural systems are discussed in Ch~pter 1110 
The upper and lqwer bound re1 Lab a 1 nties of determanate and inde·~;erm6nate 
systems are identified in this chaptero ~n Chapter IV 9 a mathematoca~ model 
for evaluating the probabil ity of collapse of general indeterminate systems 
is described~ The systems may be assemblages of ducta h~ or orattle memberso 
Express!ons are developed for the probaba] ity distributoon functions of the 
ultimate capacnties of simple indeterminate systems in terms of the resIstance 
distribution functions of the individual components 0 
103 Notation 
The symbols used in th~s report are defined ~n the text where 
they first appearo For convenience of references these are summar~zed here 
in alphabetical ordero 
A 
A. 
ij 
5 11 IB 0 
B. 
! 
C. 
! 
D. 
! 
E 
= quant~ty defnned by Eqo (20) 
R 0 
= the set~ {a:~ ~ 5} 
ij 
= quantities defined by Eqs. 5) and (56)s respectively 
:: the set~ 
= the set 
= the set 
[5 > O) 
R . 
f...Jl!, > S1 
tao = j) 
! 
{S ~ O} 
= event of surv[v~ng a prescribed ]oading sequence 
consisting of positive and negative loads 
= event of survuving a sequence of N 1oads 9 among 
which n are positive 
= fa~]ure of member ~ 
f X (x) 
f 
XIDX29000Xn 
-4-
= A. Bo !) fed 1 ure of member under positive load i i 
= c. D. !) fa i 1 ure of member under negative load 
. ! ! 
= probabi~ity distribution function of X; wherever 
no confusion resu]ts X has been om~tted 
= probability densi function of X; wherever no 
confusion resu]ts X has been omatted 
f X 1 II 0 0 0 »X n I y 1 11 G 0 oilY m = conditnona] probabil ity density function of 
G. 
I 
h (N) 
L (N) 
LM (N) 
L~'> (N) 
N 
n 
- -
= subset of sample space of R such that ~f R is ijn 
rf" f· ~ II.. II.. II.. 0 th II.. ~ f . ~ 
u. ai uure occurs tUHrougn tune n patun of ai uure 
I 
= risk function 
= positive scale parameters ~n the extreme value 
dis t r D but i on s 
function 
N 
= (i _pon) f 
= 
(1_p'}G~)N 
f 
= number of 10ad app~ ications 
= number of loads among N whnch are positive 
= probabi] ity of system failure under the first ]oao 
= value of P
f 
when member resistances are perfectly 
correlated 
= value of P
f 
when member resistances are statfisca~]y 
nndependent 
= approx!mation to Pf obta~ned by assuming that 
member fai1ures are statist~cai]y findependent 
Q. (S) 
I 
0.. (5) 
I 
R ,R p, n 
R. 
I 
-R 
s 
s. 
I 
s 
o 
v. 
! 
v ,V ,V 
5 P n 
w 
o. 
I 
11 
o 
r p 
-5-
= J fS(s)ds 
r 
n 
- F • (ex 0 s) 
P! i 
= F 0 (a. 5) 
nQ I 
= random variab]es for p05itijve and negative resistance 
of a structure 9 respectively 
= random varible for resistance of member i 
= random vector the components of which are the member 
resistances. 
= median of R 
= mode of R 
= random variable for load 
= random variable for the ~th load of a loading 
sequenceo 
= median of S 
= mode of S 
= random resistance of an ijndeterminate system given 
that fan]ure occurs through the ith path of failure 
= characterist~c va]ues in the extreme value distributions 
= load 
= absolute value of the force induced ~n member due 
to a unit 10ad on the system 
= standard deviations of £nR and £nS 
= mean 
= centra] factor of safety 
= standard deviation 
= certain event 
=6"" 
= A is a subset of B 
= x belongs to set A 
110 SAFETY OF STRUCTURES TO REPEATED LOADS 
20] Probability of Failure to First load 
Structures or structural components subjected to loads may be sus-
ceptible 1;0 several modes of faij ]ure; for instance!) axial. bend~i1gv shearv or 
torsional mode 0 The structurai capacity in each of these modes may also vary 
over two distinct ranges of strengths. such as tens~on and compress~oi1 of a 
member in an axial mode or clockwise and counterclockwise moments in a bending 
modea For convenience v these wi]] be denoted as positnve and negat~ve strengths 
or vice versaQ Depending on the applied load. which wi]1 be similarly denoted g 
fai 1ure may occur 381 one regoon or i the othero Clearly» the ca~c~ .. dat[on of 
failure probabi! ities should reflect the fact that positijve ~oads are resisted 
on~y by positive strengths and negatnve loads by negatuve strengthso For most 
structures p the pOSItive a~d ~egatnve strengths are ] [ke~y to be at least par-
tial]y'corre~atedo 
let S be a contInuous random variable whose va~ues represent poss~b!e 
loads app] ied on a structure; also ,]et R a~d R be random varoab1es representij~g p n 
structural resistances to positive and negative ]oads v respect~ve]yo for obvaous 
reasons 9 the res [stances are expressed in terms of the same un~t as the ~oadv 
and -00< s ~ OOv 0 < r ~ OOD and -00 < r ~ 00 Accordnng]yv the faiiure of a p n ~ 
structure is defined as the event o 
[ (Rp .$5, S > O)U(R
n 
.?:' S, S .$ i 0) J 
where the symbol LJdenotes the occurrence of at least one of the two joint eventso 
Since the events (S > 0) and (S ~ 0) are mutually exclusive v the above two jo~~t 
events are ~lso mutually exc]us~veo Therefore v if fS R R (spr v r ) is the 
,9 p 9 n P n 
jonnt denSity fu~ction of S9 R 9 R D the probability of fai1ure is P ,ill 
" 
~ 
+ 
00' 00 
=11 
0,' r p 
=8= 
r > 5 
n -
fc-~R R (SD r 9 
::. • 9' P P n 
dsdr d p 
':, f.... ~~ 
wher~ the,· regions of integrat~on are the cross-hatched areas shown in figo 10 
independent of the structural resistances g such that 
f S R (s 9 r ) :: 
II p P 
(2) 
and 
~n this easel) Eqo (1) becomes 
{r ydsdr 
n n 
)f ( )dr R n 
n 
This can also be written as v 
00 0 
Pf = J FR (s)fS(s)ds + J[1 - fR )}S(S)dS 
0' P -00 n 
(4a) 
The physical significance of Pf as given by Eqo (4) is illustrated in figo 20 
202 Probability of Failure to Repeated load Appl ications 
Structures are seldom designed for the purpose of resijsting on]y one 
appl ication of a possible loadingo More often structures are des!gned to wuth-
st~nd repeated appl ications of ]oadso For instance p a bui!ding located in a 
region that is susceptnble to seism~c disturbance is nntended to wuthstand 
repeated earthquakes; a tower is designed to withstand repeated hugh wInd 
velocities for some defin~te or indefinnte per~od of turneD Also v aircrafts 
are designed to w,ithstand repeated gust loadso Therefore p the probabi]~ty 
that a structure will survive a serges of load applications during its ~ntended 
useful 1 ife ~s a sHgn~f[cant measure of its safetyo 
Although a loading record during anyone disturbance (for !nstance 9 
the ground motions during an earthq~ake) may well be a continuous funct!on of 
t[me p the peak !oad magnitude durnng each dnsturbance ~s most ]okely to cause 
failure of a structureo Hance g a discrete loading sequence consisting of the 
maximwm load amplitudes D or the maximum effects (nncludong dynamncs)s ~s of 
primary concern in the evajuat~on of structural safety to repea loadso For 
a structure to surv8ve N ~oad appl ication$v fit must surv~ve the fnrst (N=ij) 
loads as well as the Nth load of the ~oadnng sequencBo Denotang thns prooabijl ity 
as l (N) }) 
(5) 
where h(N) 6S the conditionaij probabi]ity that the structure wDl~ fa[~ at the 
Nthi load app]ication on the assumptnon that it survijves through the (N=I)th 
load of the loading sequenceo h(N) is the r~sk of failureS to the Nth loado 
From Eqo (5) this is 
h (N) == 1 = lOon l (N= 1 ) 
0<010= 
The risk of faiiure u~der the fo~ iow~ng assumpt~ons is of specoa~ 
significance on the considerat~on of safety of structures and structural 
systems 0 
(1) The loading sequence S]W S29000vSNv consists of ~ndependent 
identica]]y distributed random varibles that are also independent of the 
structural resistances Rand R 0 p n 
(2) The structura~ resistances Rand R remain Hnvar~ant with ~. p n 
Denot EN as the event that a structure surv~ves N ~oad appluea= 
9 11 
t ions II among wh H eh n are pas ~ t ~ve 0 The su rv ~ va] of a s true teJ u'"e to N load 
N 
app 1 i cat ions thero is def H ned by the event U EN 0 The events E~n are 
n=O v n O~ II n 
c1early mutually exclusive~ therefore v the survival probabi~ijty of the structure 
to N 10ad appJ icat~ons ~sv 
N 
L(N) = I P(EN,n l 
n:;-o 
and the structural resostances and R ~s of the form 
Ir1l 
and (N-n) negative ~oads occur in a specnfued order v the probab~ij D 
ing such a ssquence v denoted by ED is 
of' slUrv~v= 
where the identical 1 im~ts of integration rand r in Eqo (8) imply the as-p n 
sumption that the structural resls~ances remain invar[ant with the number of 
load appl icationsq if the loading sequence consists of independent random 
variables that are identically distributed and are a]so independent of R p 
and R I) then 
n 
(9) 
Since there are (N) possib]e sequenGes of N ]oads among which n are poslt8ve~ 
IJ1 
(11 ) 
Hence D the probabil ity of surviving N ]oads p as gIven by Eqo (7) becomes 9 
r N 0 00 pn 0 N-n 
l(N) =\Ji" (N) [J f (S)dsJ'li ifs(s)dSl fbi R (r v r )dr dr n2) / . n S '" J 1\ ii P Il1 P n ~ p n 
n=O -00 0 0 r 
n 
~nterchanging the order of integration and summat[on un 0 O~ and recogrdzijrug 
that the resulting sum os a binom~a~ expans[on y[e~dsv 
This resu1t is intuitively reasonable; it means that all N 10ads appJ led on a 
structure are within tbe range rand r whnch are v respective]yv the negatuve n p 
and positive resnstances of the structureo 
~t may be emphasized that Eqo (13) expresses the survival probabi~ity 
of one structure subjected to N repeated loads p ~n wh~ch the N ]oads are 
statistically independent and have a common probabiiity iaw 9 and the structural 
resistances do not change with No Using 
o 00 
l (N) := J' I QN (r Dr) f R R (r p r ) d r d r p n D p n P n 
=00 0 p n 
o 00 
J' I N=~ l(N-1) := Q,(r v r )fR R (r v r )dr dr , p n D P n P n ~oo 0 p n (16 ) 
o 00 
II 
h(N) := 
it should be emphasflzed that Eqo (17) gives the r~sk function of a structure 
" 
whose resistances are ~nvar!ant w~th Np and the 16ad[ng sequence consists of 
independent identica~]y distr[buted random variab]eso 
An important proper of th~s risk function [5 the fo~ !OVII!ng~ 
I~e risk functnon of Eqo ell) ~s a monotonica~]y decreaSIng funct~on 
of Np or 
h (Ny < h (N= n for ad] N > '.1 
The proof of Eqo (i8) is equuvadent to provung the fol ]o~,dng Bnequcd [ty~ 
dr dr p n 
f dr dr p n 
f dr dr p n 
f dr dr p n 
(19) 
where the limits of integration~ subscripts of fp and the arguments (r gr ) p n 
have been purposely omitted. Let 
Eq 0 (20) can be written as 
A = JffJQ~Q~-2 ff' dr dr drodro - JDJQ~-I Q~-I ff' dr dr drHdro p n p n p n p n 
l i kewi se,l 
A '" j]]]Q.~-2Q~ ff' dr p dr n dr ~dr ~ _ jJJJo.~-1 Q~-I ff' dr dr drodr' p n p n 
Adding Eqso (21) and (22) yields 
2A '" lffj[ Q~Q~-2 + Q~-2Q~ - 2Q~-1 Q~-l }f' dr p dr n d r ~d r ~ (23) 
and N N-2 
A '" llifJ[ Q~~ ffo dr dr drDdro p n p n (24) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
Since f and fO are non=negatnve functions 9 the integrand and hence the integral 
of Eqo (24) are c~early non=negativeo Thus p 
A ~ 0 (25) 
The equal nty in Eqo (25) holds only if 
which means that 
(r vr ) = 0 p n 
for all (r ~r) and .(rDprfi)o This is clearly not possib1e for any fs(s)n p n 'p n . 
where S is a continuous random varibleo Hence g 
A > 0 (26) 
Since the terms in Eq~ (19) are all non-negative this result, therefore, 
proves Eq. (18) 0 
!f the loads and structuraij resistance are strictly positive or 
strictly negative~ the result proved above is still val ido The proof9 
however p is simpl ified which can be outl ined as follows: in this case, the 
probabi1 ity of surviving N loads that are independent and identically distribUted 
i s i mmed i ate 1 Y 9 
00 r N 
L(N) = I[Ifs(S)dS] fR(r)dr 
o 0 
and the risk function~ Eqo (6)9 ~s 
where 9 
h (N) = 
00 I QN ( r) f R (r) d r 
1 "" ...;;.o ____ --~~ 
00 
r 
I QN-I (r) fR(r)dr 
a 
Q(r} = I fs(s)ds 
o 
Then the quantity A becomes p 
03a) 
(17a) 
(] 4a) 
00 00 CO 2 
A " J QN f dr J QN-2 f dr - [J QN-I f dr ] (20a) 
o o o 
(21 a) 
l i kewi se)) 
(22a) 
and the rest of the proof fol lows as before. 
The physical impl icataon of Eq. (18) has been previously recognized 9 
intuitively and illustrated approximately for normal and lognormal variates. 
it shou1d be emphasized that Eqo (18) holds for all probabi1ity densijties as 
shown above; however 9 the rate of decrease of h(N) with N depends on the 
under1ying distributions. Figure 3 shows this for specific distributions as 
fo 11 ows ~ 
In Figo 3a g the ioad S and resistance R are both RayJeigh distributed. 
The risk function in this case IS g 
N-l 
L 
h (N) k=Q = N=) 
L 
k=O 
where~ Vo = ~ is the central factor of safetY9 and ~ and ~ are the modes of 
Rand Sv respectuvelYq Values of h{N)/P f are p10tted against N with Vo = 10 
in Figo 3ao 
If Sand R are both logarithmic norma 1 variaties g the risk function 
becomes 
h (N) = 1 __ -_00 __________ _ 
00 1 2 
J N = 11 °Ru + .en v ""-:'U ~ I ( O)e 2 du 
° ·s =00 
where oR and Os are the standard dev~ations of .en Rand £n 59 respectively; 
v = R /S in which Rand S are the correspond~ng medians; and 
o 0 0 0 0 
=00 
~ 2 
-z 
2 dz 
Val u e S 0 f h (N) I p f for t his cas e wit h ~\~ = ° S = (Li~ are show n i n rig. 3 b 0 
In Figo 3c the load 5 consists of both positive and negative values 
described by the fonow~ng density functi'on p 
and 
V 
II S,\ \~I 
S 
for s6 0 
10 
which us obta[ned from the second asymptotic distribution of largest values 
by distrfibuting the probab~l ity densi from =00 ,to +00 symmetrically about s = 00 
In the termino1ogy of extreme values g k is a positive sca]e factor and v is 
5 s 
a positive parameter indicating the central value of Isio The positive and 
negative resistances g Rand R • are assumed to have the third asymptotic p n 
distribution of smal lest vaiues and ]argest values p respectively; or 
r > 0 p= 
r < 0 
n 
=17= 
where k and k are positive scale parametersg and v > 0 and v < 0 are the p n p n 
characteristic smallest and largest values» respectively~ of Rand R 0 
P n 
Using 
}~ [ k2 -k2/k1 ] I(i9V9kl~k2) = exp -(u+i~ u ) du 
o 
the risk function in th!s case is, 
N 
\' (~) I ( i 9'W1 j) k", k ) I (N - i 9 V 9 k »k ) L! p t-' S n n s 
h (N) i=O 
v 
where v p = -E. and v v n 
v 
n 
= ... ..-.;0 
v 
s 
Values of h(N)/Pf are plotted in Fig~ 3c for 
s 
k = 508» and k = k = 704 and two sets of values of v and v . 
s p n p n 
203 Rel iabil !ty Function 
From Eqo (5)9 the rei iability function can be shown to be 
l(N) = ~ [1 - h(n)] 
n=1 
(27) 
Clearly l(N) is a non-increasing function of N~ which means that there is more 
1 ikel ihood of a failure when the number of load appJ ications increases. Using 
Eqo (18) sequential1Y9 
h(N) < h(N-i) < 0000 < h(2) < h(1) (28) 
where it can be verified-from Eqso (1)9 (6)~ and (13) that 
(29) 
Hence, 
h(N) < Pf for all N > 1 (30) 
-18= 
Therefore, theprobabil ity of failure is highest when a structure is loaded 
for the first timeo This stands to reason since the greatest uncertainty exists 
during the first loading; if a structure survives the first load application 
without damage {or any damage is repaired such that the original system is re-
stored)9 the same structure w[11 surely not fail under the same or lesser loads 
on subsequent loadingso 
By virtue of Eq 0 (3)}) 
l(N) > C1- Pf)N 9 for all N > 1 (31) 
Therefore v assuming a constant risk h(n) = Pf9 the resulting function 
N lM(N) := (1 '" Pf > (32) 
is a conservative estimate of the rel iability of a structure to rep~ated loads. 
Furthermore~ if NPf is sma11 co~p~red with 1~09 expanding (1-Pf)N in a bi-
nomial expansion will show tnat 9 
l (N) ~ 1 - Np M f (32a) 
it should be emphasized that the preceding results are val id only If 
the assumptHons, lead~ng to, Eqo (~7) are appl icab1eo For structures that are 
~ubject to cu~ulative damage effect or if the load magnitudes have a tendency 
to increase with time 9 these results may not holdo 
=19= 
1110 REl~AB~l~TY OF STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
3'-;,1 .SJLmbolic Definition of Safety 
The general results presented in Chap. II are appl fcable for the 
determination of the rel iabil ity of a structural system if the appropriate 
probabil ity law descr~bing the system resistance capacity is used; that is p 
the density function fR (r ) and fR (r
n
) an Eqa (4)9 or fR R (r vrn, in Eqo 
p p n p P 'n P 
(13)~ must be those of the system. Specifical1Y9 Eq. (32) also provides a 
conservative estimate of the system rel iability if Pf is the fa[]ure probability 
of a system to the first 10ad app! icationQ Clearly~ the strength or capacity 
of a structural system depends on the strengths of its components. Moreover, 
statistical information is usually avai1ab1e on1y for the strengths of the 
structural components; consequentlY9 the system fai]ure probabil ity Pf must 
be determined on the basis of the probabol i nnformation of the componentso 
let Eo represent the fauiure of member i when a system DS subjected 
u 
to a ~oad S; thus 9 
(33 ) 
where 00 is the abso~ute va1ue of the force ~nduced in member i due to a unit 
! 
load g s = 1~ app1ned on the system; R . is the approprIate general ized resistance pi 
of member i to the genera] [zed force induced ~n the member resulting from a 
positive load appl ied on the system~ and R 0 is the corresponding resistance of 
fH 
the same member to the generalnzed force ~esulting from a negative load. The 
positive and negative senses of S can be arbitrarily specified. For instance v 
the loading on a structure by wind forces on one side of the structure may be 
positive g while wind forces on the opposite side is negative. 
=20-
Eo :::: A.B. 
! I I 
(33a) 
where the sets A'I) B'9 C' ll D. are defined in Eq. (33) and are as shown in I ! i I 
Fig~ 40 The,,5urvival of member i when the system is loaded with S then is 
the complementary event of E., or 
I 
:::: (8. - A. B.) 
I I I 
(00 - C. D. ) 
~ I .. ~ 
:::: A.B.L) C.D. 
~! ! I 
where n is the certain evento Hence p the survival of member ns v 
302 Statically Determinate Systems 
-p U- n E. E. 
i ! 
(34) 
(35) 
The survuval of a statically determinate structural system to an 
appl Hed 10ad requires the surviva~ of a1~ of its component members to the 
forces induced an the memberso For an m-memoer determanate syste~ its 5ur-
viva] then is given by the event (~1~2oooo~m). Because (S,~ 0) and (S ~ 0) 
are mutual]y exclusive events~ the probab[i ity of this event p which us the pro-
babi1ity of system survivaJ~ can be shown to be 
- - ~ -p-p -p -n-n-n ps :::: P(E1EZoooE
m
) :::: P(EIE2~o.Em) + F(E 1E2 oo.Em) (36) 
Eqo (36) represents a fundamental result in the reI iabii ity ana]ysis of 
structura1 systems; all subsequent resu]ts can be derived from this equationo 
The probabij] ity of system faiJur,e, therefore p is 
(37) 
11 By de,~organns La~ 
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E]E 2 oocEm = ElL) E2 l~ooooUEm 
Hence p the probability of system failure is also given by 
(38) 
(39) 
Eq. (39) expresses the fact that the failure of one or more members is tanta-
mount to failure of the entire systemc This also impl ies that the strength of 
a determinate system depends on the weakest member in the system. 
For a prescribed 10adingv the forces in the members must satisfy 
statical requirements. ConsequentlY9 the member forces are perfectly cor-
related and, in factp are 1 inear1y related if geometry effect is neglected. 
The appl ied 10ads~ however!> are statistically independent of the structural 
resistances; it is difficult to conceive that the statistical dnstribution of 
an external load app1 ied on a structure should depend on the strength of the 
structureo 
In cons[dering the re~ iabil ity or probabil ity of failure of deter= 
minate systems v there are two extreme cases that should be recognizedo These 
depend on the assumption of the joint probabil ity descriptions of the strengths 
of the different members 0 On the one extreme~ the member strengths are assumed 
to be perfectly correlated; that is v the strengths of the different members 
are functionally relatedo ~n this case v the weakest member in am-member 
system is the member w~th the 1argest force-to-strength ratio and the system 
probabil ity of failure to the first load appi ication is equal to the pro-
bab!l ity of failure of this member 0 
therefore Eqo (39) becomes 
Pf = P[max(E~pE2900ovEm)] 
This means that the sets E. are nested; 
I 
(40) 
= max[p(EI)vP(E2)v.oopP(Em)] (40a) 
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On the other extreme~ the strengths of different members as well as 
the positive and negative strengths of a member are assumed to be statistically 
independent. In this case g the positive strength R of an m-member system p 
can be described as s
8 
Thus p 
00 
P (R > s) == ; J f . (x) dx == 
P i=1 pi 
~ .[ i - F . (a. s) J 
• 1 pi i != 
m 
FR (s) = 1 - II 
P 1=1 
a.s 
i 
[] - F . (a. s ) ] 
P I ~ 
(41) 
(42) 
Simi!ar1ys the negative strength R of the system [S9 
n 
m 
F R (s) = IT F • (a. s ) ( 43 ) 
n i=l nij n 
Us ~ng Eqs 0 (42) and (43) in Eq. (4aL, or on the bas is of Eqs 0 (36) and (37) 9 
the probabi~ity of failure of the system to the first load appl ication us 
00 0 
-JI.~ If (s)ds - [ m Qj} S (s )ds pU := n f La:! J S D:= ~ (44) 
0 -00 
where 
Q. := [1 - f . (ex. s) J I pI 8 (45) 
and 
Q~ := F • (a. s) I'll ! (46) 
in an actual system v the strengths of the individual members are 
1 i kely to be partial1y correlated; ,hence" Eqs. (36) and (37) for the genera] 
case is 
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00 00 00 
-J['Joo:(' f 1 {r 19000vr )dr ~ooodr ]fs(S)dS ~ popooovpm p pm pu pm 
o .a1s a s 
, m 
<.."X,S b s 
o ! m 
-J'l:- J:oJ" f 1 (r ~pO'OlJr )dr loood:r ]fs(S)dS (47) 
n lJooopnm nl nm n nm 
00 -00-00 
It is observed that Eqo (44) may be obtained as a special case of Eqo (47)0 
It should also be recognized that if there is any correlation between the 
member strengths v it will be positive; that iS D the members wil] tend to be 
joint1y strong or jointly weak. This is because any partial corre1ation 
wi]] invariably be the result of a similar or ident~cal manufacturing processo 
The quantities Pf9 Pf8 and Pf are related as fOllows: 
pi < P < pli f - f - f (48) 
With Eqo (48») Pf and Pf are then respectivelYtl the highest lower bound ,and 
lowest upper bound fan lure probabil it~es of a statically determinate systemo 
The first inequa! ity of Eqo (48) is proved by recognizing from 
Eqs 0 (39) and (40) that 9 
o 0 oUE ) 
m 
thus!) 
Pf .::s Pf 
The second i nequa li ty of Eq 0 (48) can be es tab 1 i shed as fo n ows ~ 
Write Eqs~ (44) and (47)9 respectively!) as 
00 0 
plJ := 
-J II (s) f S (5 ids -J 12 (s)fS (s)ds f (44a) 
0 -00 
and, 
00 0 
Pf := - fll (s)f 5 (s)ds - fl2(s)fs (S)dS (47a) 
0 -00 
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where 
P[R l>a1s]P[R 2>a2s].o.P~R >as]; p n n pnl m 
Consider first m = 20 in this case 9 
because (Rp2 > 0;2s) and (Rp2 ~ 0;2s) are mutually exclusive. For small values 
of s~ for instance s ~ ~2-Zrr2v where ~2 and rr2 are the mean and standard deviat~on 
aZ 
P [R r:, > a 2s] » P [R z :5 aZs] p~,. p 
Furthermore 9 if RpJ and Rp2 are positively correlated random variabies v 
P[Rpl > a j S!Rp2 > 0;2 5 ] > P[Rp1 > a JsIRp2 ~ °2s ] 
Therefore v for small values of S9 
Hencel> 
(49) 
By mathematical ~nductionl> Eqo (49) is establ ished for all m as fol ]ows ~ 
P [R 1 >ex 1 S v 0 0 0 v R >a s] ::. .P [R ~ >a ~ 5 v 0 0 0 }) R )Ct sIR +' ~ >a i + 1 ) 5 J P [R. PH pm m Po! pm m m I ~m 6 p 
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SRm[~ar~YD it can be shown that for small values of 15!9 
J 2 (s) > 12 (s) 
Hence!) for smal] Is l!l 
J 1 (5) - I ~ (5) > 0; for 5 > 0 
and 
(4ga) 
Because J(O) = 1(0) = ~oo and both J(s) and l(s) are monoton~ca~]y decreas~ng 
functions of IS!9 a poss~b1e variation of [J(s) .., 1(s)] is as shown in figo 50 
For structura] systems that are adequately designed for safetY9 the 
members wl~1 be chosen such that the central factors of safety are at least. 
2 or 3; that iS D R ./a.S > 2 or 3 8 where R 0 and S are the central values Oi ~ a = o~ a 
R 0 
of R. and S9 respectijve]y. Therefore. S <-21 and thus D the major ~on I 0 2CL 
~ 
of fS(s) iies in the posH:[ve regijons of [J(s) - 1(5)] as ~nustrated ijn f~9o 50 
Hence D 
P < pOD f = f 
where the equa] ity ho~ds on]y if the structural strengths of the members are 
statlstical~y nndependento 
it might be emphas~zed that the second Inequal ~ 
only for structures where the probabl1ities of failure of the members are Hn-
dividua11y smallo For structures with large member failure probabll ities 
(>001)9 the second unequa] ~ty may not a~ways ho]d {at ]east the proof g~ven here 
is not suff!cient~ However v it has been show~J2 that for a number of bBvar~ate 
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distributions nnc]ud[ng the bnvarnate normai with pos~tove corre~ationsg 
[J(s) = Jr(s)]> 0 for ad] So 
The probab ~ ! ~ tty of fa fi ~ ure of 5 tat! ca 11 y d~ff~e0 sys terns are usua i 1 Y 
d Q d39 13 h . Il... Il... f . ~ f Il... d . ff Il... etermune on t e assumption tH!att tune a~ uure 0 tune 8 erent mem~ers are 
statist[ca]ly ondependent eventso lhis ~mpi ies or wou]d requBre that the 
forces induced on the dfifferent members are statistnca~~y ondependentg ~n 
addition to the assumpt~on of independent member resistanceso The assumption 
of independence of the member forces is c]early not possible for determonate 
systems since these forces are a]ways perfect]y corre]ated through the 
requirements of statics and [n fact are ]inear]y related for ]onear systemso 
However 9 the ca]cu] tDon of the system fa~]ure probabil ijty on this basns os 
easier to carry out than that of Eqo (44) or (47)0 lherefore g in spite of the 
implausibility of the underlying assumptlong the tern failure probability 
est[mated on this basis Is of practical computational interesto Denote this 
00 0 
m jQifs (5) m Pf == ] ~ n II Qi f S (s)ds 1=1 ~ =] (50) 
0 -00 
PV _ p, for all m > ] 
Eqo (5i) Is proved by showing that for a]l m > 1 
(52) 
and 
![ 
=00 
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00 00 00 
fl,QZ fS(s)ds;::: jQnfs(S)dS JQlS(S)dS (54) 
o o o 
00 00 00 
B = jQ I Q2 f S (5 ) d 5 - fo I f S (5 ) d 5 jQ/ s (5) d 5 (55) 
o o 
00 
Multiply the first integral ill Eg. (55) by J fS(s)ds c5 1.0, and denote the 
«) 
A]sov 
B 0 = ff Qj (sZ)Q2 (s2)f I f 2.ds I 2 - ff Q1 (s2)Q2 (s 1)f 1 f 2ds Ids Z (51) 
where the limits of integration are all from a to OOv and f) ~ (5
1
)v 
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Therefore p B ~ BO and B 2 0; Eqo (52) is then proved for m = 20 and by 
mathematHca! onduct~on ~t is proved aijso for a]] m > ~o The proof of Eqo (53) 
follows simn]ar]y; in thus case Qo are non=decreasing functions p hence D the 
o 
nnequa] fity of Eqo (59) holds aijso for Q1 and Q20 Thus v Eqo (5I) is proved 0 
By virtue of Eqo (51)0 the quantity pro therefore 9 ~s at ]east as 
large as the upper bound value of the system faolure probabi~ity; hence v fit may 
be used in p]ace of Pf to determine a conservative measure of the reliabn]oty 
of a given stat!ca]Jy determonate systemo 
303 Statica]]y ~ndeterminate Systems 
in contrast to a determ!nate system an whach fa!~ure of one com-
ponent member is tantamount to collapse of the systemv the failure of one or 
more members may not necessaraly constitute co]]apse of an indetermInate 
structural systemo The collapse of the system will usually be preceded by the 
successive fai~ures of the reduced ~ntermedflate systemso Because of th~s 
fai ~urev stat[ca]ly ~ndetermfl~ate systems are structura~~y more des~ 
determinate systemso Neverthe~essv the fa[lure or ma!fu~ctuo~ of eve~ one member 
of an !~determ[~ate system [5 to be avo~ded for most des~g~so A]sov for struc= 
tures with 1 amoted degrees of redu~da~cyv the probabij ]oty of subsequent add[= 
t6ona~ fai]ures may be h~gh]4 after the first component fafl~ureo 
Consequent]yv for pract~ca~ purposes the re~Bab~iBty of an ondeter= 
mBnate system may be measured by the probabo~oty of co~serv~ng the orig~na] 
system; that ijsv the probabBlity that a~] members ~n the system survIveo Sym-
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the probabiJ ity of system collapse but is the probability of at ieast one 
member fail In9; in other words g it is the probabi1 ity of damage to the systemo 
In an indeterminate structural system v the forces induced in the 
members are functions of the stiffness propertues of the memberso Ordinariiyv 
these propertnes are much more predictab~e than the structura~ streng and 
may be as sumed determ ij n.i s tic ~ the coeff a c gents oij represen t I ng the abso] ute 
forces in the members resu]tang from a unit appl led load v thererore v are 
determinostic constants 0 
Iherefore v wnth the change on the interpretat~on of Pf as nndn-
cated above v al! the resuijts and conclusnons pertaining to determ~nate 
systems remai~ va]id for statica~ly nndetermunate systems v ~nc]ud!ng Eqso (40)v 
(44)v and (47) through (5])0 ~n particular v the system reI nabsl ity to the 
The determination of the survival probab!~~tDes of determu~ata and 
~ndeterm~nate systems v therefore v ~nvo]ves the same probabi1 istic formu= 
Jationo Although the system probabul ities v Ps and Pf of Eqso (36) and (37)9 
are genera11y not obtainab1e precflsely the h[ghest iower-bound of the system 
re1iabi] [ty to the first load app~ ~catDon us g[ven by (I = Pf}o Hance D on 
the baSflS of Eqo (32)v a conservatnve estumate of the re] iaon] uty t[on 
of a structural system 8S 
(60) 
where Pf 95 gaven by Eqo (44) for both determunate and indeterminate systemso 
Furthermore v by virtue of Eqo (51) a convenient and even more conservative 
estimate of the system reliab[lity function is given by 
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fl~ 
where Pf is given by Eqo (50) for both determ~nate and undetermnnate systemso 
~'. 
Again »f Np; is small compared with 100 9 
(61 a) 
Eqo (61) or (61a) ns perhaps an over!y conservat~ve est~mate of the rel ~abi]~ty 
function of a structural systemo However 9 in view of the difficu]t computa-
t~ons that are invariably reqldred to obtann more precise reo iabi ~ oty 
measures 9 these conservative estnmates are worthwhile in spite of the under-
lying error 9 which is on the safe',sideo More precise vah.aes v of course 9 may 
be determined using the equations formulated earliero 
305 An ~]lustration 
A statical~y determonate truss and a simolar ondeterminate system 
are i 11ustrated ~n fogo 60 The ioads and structural strengths are both 
assumed to be 10garuthmijc norma] varoates and the bar areas are assumed 
deterministico ~t is observed that the survival probabilities 
this case the probabil ity of no damage is smaller for the indeterminate 
system than that of the corresponding determinate systemo H~JeVer9 it should 
be emphaSIzed that this does not necessarily mean that the determinate 
system is to be preferred v snnce any damage to the determinate structure ~s 
tantamount to total collapse of the systemo for a fair comparison g the 
corresponding probabll ity of the collapse of the indeterminate system must 
be computed; the determilnatijon of such probabij] nties g however g HS much more 
involvedo Chapter ~v considers a possible approach for the evaluation of the 
probabil ity of co]lapse of nndeterm!nate systemso 
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IVo PROBAB~l~TY OF COllAPSE OF 
SYSlEMS 
4.1 !ntroductory Remarks 
~n contrast to a determinate system un which fa~ ]ure of the system 
requires only the failure of the weakest member v the comp~ete col ~apse of 
a statically indeterminate system generally requires the fai lure of more 
than one member. ~n thns chapter the term fa~~ure is restricted to mean 
collapse under a s ing]e app] ucat[on of a severe ]oad arud the term Uipath of 
fcdlureHQ IS symbo]ic of fact that the fao]ure of Bru ~ndeterm~nate 
system ijs caused by the successive faiiures of its components; dijfferent 
orders in which the components fail may constitute different failure paths. 
Also the system may collapse as a result of failure of different components. 
Accordingly~ a1) fa[~ure pa must be corusndered in the determ~~at~o~ 
the prbbab~ln 
The rei lahil Ity function and probabil i of failure of special 
and simple indeterminate systems 
approximate 
frames in which the plastic moment capacities at every critical section the 
]6 
members are cons [dered as Independent random varijables has been proposed 0 
r general indeterminate systems p the precise determination of co] lapse 
probab ij ] i 
The present treatment of probabi] nty of co]]apse of statically 
indeterminate systems is based on the premise that the failure of a structural 
system occurs whenever the capaci of the tern is ]ess than the app~ ied 
load i n9 0 The p determinat~on of the probabfl~n 
distribution function of the ultimate capacij of a structure. Having th~s 
and the load distribution p the probabil ity of failure may then be ined 
, , 
I. I : 
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through Eqo (4a). A general model for the determination of the distribution 
function of system capacity in terms of the component capacities~ is 
described symbol ical1y. The model is illustrated for structures with both 
brittle and ductile types of behavior. 
The development of a conceptual model is a necessary first step 
toward the determination of the probabil ity of col iapse of statically indeter-
minate structural systems. ~t constitutes the basis for a correct formulation 
of the relevant problem~ 
4.2 Distribution Function of System Capacity 
The formulation of the probabil ity distribution function of the 
capacity of a statically indeterminate structural system in terms of the 
distribution functions of the component capacities has not been clarifiedo 
Up to now there has been no model that is suotable for formu~at~ng the 
problem for a general indeterminate systemo A general mode1, described In 
terms of set theory~ is presented herein for this purpose. 
let R be a random vector whose components Rl~ R2~ Rare 
m 
random variables representing the resistances of the individua] members 0 
For slmpl ieity and elaritY9 the following presentation will be 1 imnted 
to strictly positive loads and structural capacities {or strictly negative 
load and capacities)e Define G.~ as a set of vectored sample values of ~ ! . 
such that if R is in G. failure occurs through the ith OGpafth of failurea lO 
ij 
Clearly~ the sets G. must be mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets 9 or ! 
G UG U---UG = n 12k 
-
(62) 
where Q i·5 the vectored sample space of Rand k IS the total number of 
possible paths of failureo 
let R denote the ultimate capaclty of a system; then the distribution 
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f u nc t i on of R is 
k 
FR(r) = P(R.$r) = I P[(Vj.$r)1'1 (R€G j )] 
i = 1 
(63 ) 
fin which V. is the resistance of the system if fai lure occurs through path ~. 
! 
The event [(Vi.:=5r) ("') (REG,)]p therefore!) is the failure of the system in the 
jth fai lure path under a load ro Because the sets G. are disjoint and 
I 
satisfy Eqo (62)9 
and 
k 
F R (co) =L LO 
i=l 
For an indetermijnate systemw~th a single path of failure v G1 = Q 9 and VI = Ro 
The syr.,boi Ie 11lode~ described above is a general model appi acabie 
to any indeterminate systerr., Physica11y!) the meaning of the sets Go may 
! 
depend on the nature of structural fai lure. in particular!) these mean 
different things for structures with brittle behavior from those with ductile 
behavio~o The determination of the sets G. requires an analysis of the structural 
D 
system which can best be amplified through illustrative examples. Where 
statistical independence or identical distrubution of member strengths can 
be assumed g cons[derable simp) ifijcation usually results. 
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403 lll~~trative Examples 
403 0 1 Examp 1 e i 
Consider the system of three cables shown in Fig. 7 which is 
intended to carry loads that are appl ied vertically downward~ Assume that 
the individual members are brittle; that iS 9 when a member fails it can no 
longer carry any load. Let G., i = 1, 2939 be the force in member 
! 
resulting from a unit load~ Then 
Member 1 will rupture first if 
and 
and the rupture of member 2 will follow that of member ~v if in additijon 
The failure path denoted by the above sequence of failureSvt~ereforeD will 
{ I {R 1 R2 R~ 4}" occur if values of R = R1,R2 ,R3J belongs to the set Gj =Uj 1x2 < U3 " 
in this case there are a total of 3! = 6 paths of fa[lure 
corresponding to the number of permutations of the orders of rupture of the 
{
R3 R2 Rl} 
three members. For example» G = -- < -- < -- 0 Then the dijstribution 6 a3 G2 G1 
function of the system resistance becomes g 
P [ (V. < r) n(ReG . ) ] 
i i 
(64) 
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where for instance p 
P[(V j < r) n (REG 1)] J[f(r 1.r2.r3 ) dr3dr2dr, 
D 
in which 0 
(X2 (X2 a3 
is the reg ion (0 < r 1 .:5 ex] r; (Xl r 1 < r 2 ~ (X2 +a
3 
r; 0:2 r 2 < r 3 < r) 
of the r 1r 2r 3-"" i jpace. 
If the random variables are statistically independent with individual 
distribution functions F i (ri ) 9 Eq. (64) yields, 
3 
FR(r) = I 
i=l 
3 
+ n 
i=l 
{
(X. (Xk 
f . (a. r) F k ( r ) F . (ex ~ r) + F. (r.) F k ( +a r) 
! I J k j J CXk j 
F . (0:. r) 
! I 
(65) 
in which jp k = 19293 but j#k~i. This specific problem has been treated before 
using a different formulationo 15 !t is readily verified that the two solutions 
are i den t i ca 1 0 
If the member resistances have identica1 probabil ity distributions D 
1 F(r)9 and the applied load is carried equally by the members such that (Xi - 3 
for all i l> Eq. (65) reduces to 
which has been derived previouslyl4 using a method that is 1 imited only to 
special cases with symmetry (identical members). 
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Consider the system of Examp1e I shown in Figo 70 in which the cables 
are now of ductile behaviorg specifically are of elastic-perfectly plastic 
material 0 In this casep as a member reaches its yield capacity it continues 
to carry its share of the load corresponding to this yield capacityo Clearlyv 
the ultimate capacity of the system corresponds to the state in wh~ch all 
three members have yieldedo Therefore p 
3 
FR(r)=p[L 
i=l 
3 
R. < r] 
I 
(67) 
The event [R i < r) can be dep i cted as the vo 1 ume in r 1 r 2r 3 -space as shown 
i=1 
in contrast to the britt]e system of Example ~~ it might be 
intuitively clear that in the present case v the order in which the members 
yieid ~s immaterial since the system capaci is determined when a] 1 the 
members have yieldedo Consequentlyv for this example problem there is only 
one path of failureo Tnns can be verified as foilowso 
Consider the different orders in which the members yield such 
that the sets Gop i = lv2p---6v are the same as those of Example I and 
D 
Eqo (64) v therefore. remains app1 icableo However. because the members do 
not rupture g a typica1 term in Eqo (64) now becomes~ for instance 
P[(Vj < rl(\ (R€E1lj = jffi(r l ,r2 ,r3 ) dr3dr2dr 1 
D1 
(68) 
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where D] 
~t can be shown that the sum of the regions of integration for an the terms 
in Eq. (64) is equal to the volume described by the region 0 ~ r 1+r2+r3 ~ r 
as shown in Figo 8; thus verIfying Eq. (67) and demonstrating the fact that 
for systems with elastic perfectly plastic properties the order in which the 
different members yield need not be considered provided the event of interest 
requires yielding of ail the members. 
In this example problem» if the yield capacities of the three cables 
are statistically independent and are identically distr[buted with 7 distribution 
function F(r)~ and the app] ied load [s carried equal1y among the three members 
such that OJ := t for a11 i!) then Eqo (67) yie]ds 
FR(r) = J[{ f(rj)f(r2)f(r3)dr3dr2drl 
{O~r 1 +r 2+r 3.$r) 
Referring to Flgo 8~ 
r r~rl r=(r 1+rZ) 
FR(r) = J J J f(r j )f(r2)f(r3 ) dr3drZdr l 
o 0 0 
in the present case!) because of symmetry about the 1 ine r 1 := r 2 := r3 := fp the 
above integral is equal to 6 tnmes the integral evaluated inside the shaded 
volume shown in Fig. 8; thus!) 
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~ 
r/3 '2(r-r 1) 
FR(r) = if f(r,)dr, f f(r Z) [F(r-r,-rZ) - F(r2»)drZ 
o 
14 This result has also been derived before using a method which is 1 imited 
to problems with symmetry as in the latter case of the present example. 
403.3 Example I Ii 
Consider the prismatic fixed-fixed beam shown in Fig. 9a o The 
load is app) ied at the distance of 3/5 £ from the left end. Failure is 
assumed to occur through ruptures at the points of high moment~ which 
are indicated as points 1~ 29 and 3. The resisting moment capacity at 
points 1 and 3 is Ml and the corresponding resistance at point 2 is M2• 
Ml and M2 are treated as non-negative random variables and it is assumed 
that upon occurrence of failure at a pointv the moment resistance at that 
point is reduced to zero. The moment diagram prior to occurrence of any 
failure is shown in Fig. 9b. 
The three possible paths of failure and the associated moment 
diagrams are given in parts a v b p and c of Fig. 10. The sets G. and the I 
contribution of each path to the d~stribution function of the u1t[mate 
strength are determined in much the same way as in Example i; therefore~ 
details are given only for path 10 
Path 1 --- Failure occurs through the sequence 2-3-1; that iS 8 point 2 
ruptures first and poont 1 lasto From the moment diagram of Figo 9b v point 
2 will fail first if 
M ,,90 M 1 /' 12 2 
The resulting moment diagram will then be as shown in Figo 10a p 
which shows that point 3 w!11 fanl before point 1. Therefore v failure w[11 
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occur through path 1 ijf values of R = (MID M2) belong to the set G1 
Within this path. failure occurs whenever 
Therefore. the correspondijng collapse probab~]ity is. 
r ) .......... (- )} {~( 54 72.) ,- ( 90)1 Pi. (V 1 .::; r i I R€G 1 = P M~ S\175 .er. M2 .$ 625.er I ~ M] ,> 72 M2 J 
72 54 
625.er 175£r 
= J J f (m 1, m2) dm1dm2 
o 90 mZ 12 
(69) 
Path 2 --= Failure occurs through the sequence 3-2~1 0 Using the information 
given in the moment diagrams of Figso 9b and 10b 9 the co11apse probability 
in this path is. 
I 
o 72 
90 m~ 
(70) 
Path 3 --- Fa~lure occurs through sequence 3-1-20 The corresponding col~apse 
probability !s 
p{(V3 .$ r) Ii (REG3>} = P{(MI < ~~5 .er, 1-12 < 2~ .er) Ii (HI < :~~ H2)} 
90 6 
625.er 25.tr 
=J f (71 ) 
o lOS 
~1 
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The respective regions of integration of the above integrals are shown in 
sol id 1 rnes in Figo 110 The probabil ity of collapse of the system g on the 
basis of Eqo (63)9 therefore~ is the sum of Eqs. (69) through (71). 
If Ml and M2 are statisticaily independent random variables~ the 
distribution function of the beam capacity isp 
In the above problem p if Ml and M2 are the yield moment capacities 
such that failure Wft Ii occur through a plastic yield mechanism~ the distribution 
function of the capacity of the beam is~ according to Eqo (67), 
The region of integration for th[s case is shown bounded by the 1 ines ffi]=Op 
6 
m2=Op and m1 + m2 = 2S£r ~n Fig. llo From thfis figure 9 it is c]ear that 
FPlastic (r) < Fbrittle (r) 
R R 
The next examp~e is a two-span continuous beam as shown in Fig. 12ao 
The geometrical properties of the beam are assumed to be deterministico The 
yield moment of each span os assumed to be a random variab1e; however 9 within 
one span the moment capacnty is uniform throughout the span length. The 
structure is subjected to two concentrated loads of random magnitudes Wand 2Wo 
The structure is statnca~1y indeterminate to the first degree; 
hence» two plastic h~nges are requored to cause collapse of the structure. 
Furthermore 9 since the moment capacity is uniform within each spanv plastic 
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hinges wiil occur only at the po~nts of hugh statical moment; that i~ at 
ConsequentlY9 there are a total of 
(~) = 6 conceivab~e hunge formations which must be consideredQ These hinge 
formations are summarazed in Figo J30 An examination will reveal that the 
probaba 1 ity of occurence of some of these mechanisms ijs zero p specifical1yp 
the last three shown in Figo t3 are not possible to occuro For exampleD 
the mechanism shown in Figo ~3e 65 nmpossible because nt us not possible 
to have a plastic hinge at point J and not at point 2 %ince 2 is stressed 
higher than point in this spano Simolar arguments apply to the hinge 
formations of Figso 13d and 13fo 
Considering that the order of hinge formation of each mechan~sm 
is immaterial in the evaluation of the system capacotyp the only possibje 
paths of failure of thus structure correspond to the three mechanisms shown 
uhe sets Go associated with these fao ijure paths 
a 
the col ijapse load of Figo 13c is obtained from 
or (72) 
For thus part~cular mechanijsm to occurv the moment capacities at points 1 
and 3 must not be exceededo lherefore v at point I 
and using Eqo (12)v this becomes 
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Also» at point 3 v 
It fol low, therefore g that the structure will fail through the mechanism 
shown in Figo 13c if 
= 
R€G 3 (73) 
~ 
where R = (M 1 9 H2} 
SimilarlY9 the structure wi]l fail through one of the other two possible 
mechanisms shown in Figs. 13a and 13b 9 respectivelY9 if 
- -RE G 1 or REt'':;. 
L 
where 
Using the information contained in Figo 13 9 the distribution 
function of the system resistance is obtaijned through Eqo (63) as fol1ows~ 
FR(r) = P[(Ml~~r)r: (M2>2 0 5M 1)] + P[(M2<~r) (J(M2<M 1)] 
+ P[(M 1+2M2<£r) (l(M 1<M2<2 0 5M 1)] 
£r 
- 00 f(ml~m2) dm2dm, + J3 (f(m" mZ) dm,dmZ' 
o 205ml o 
£r 
.!L £r-m 
6 205m 1 3 2 +J J f {m, , m2' dmZdm 1 +J J f (m 111 m2) dm2dm 1 
0 rnA k m1 6 
(74) 
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if the moment capacities are statistically independent with 
individual dens[ty and distribution functions fo (m) and F. (m)9 i = 19 2g 
I I 
Eqo (74) then becomes 
.£r 
3 
-J f 1 (m) [l-F 2 (.tr;m) 1 dm 
.£r 
6 
(75) 
it is easily verified that Eqo (75) satisfies the following requirements of 
a distribution function~ 
dF R (r) 
dr > 0 
FR(O) = 0 
and FR(oo) = 100 
4.4 Discussions of Proposed Model 
The mathematical model descr!bed in Sect. 4~2 provijdes a conceptual 
basns on which the probabi~ oty d~strnbutijon functfion of the system capacijty 
of any stat~cal1y indeterminate structure may be formulated. Basic in the 
appl ication of the proposed model 85 the identificatnon of the sets G. 
! 
corresponding to the dijfferent possibie paths of failure. For structures 
that fail by piastijc yielding of the members p there are certaon conditions 
under whnch not ali concievable mechanisms are possib~e paths of failure; this 
is because the formation of the plastoc hinges are not statistically ijndependento 
This is i l1ustrated 9 in particular9 for structures where the yie1d capacaty of 
each member is random but uniform over the member lengtho The distunction 
between the possible fai ~ure paths from those that are imposs~ble is of 
central importance in the precise modeling of the probab6~ity of coli~pse of 
general indeterm~nate structural systems 0 
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From the illustrative problems 9 it may be clear that the identification 
and physical meannng of fa[lure paths are distinctly different and depend on 
the nature of failure of the componentso For structures that fai] through 
yielding of its components a faulure path corresponds to a possib1e col lapse 
mechanism (Examples ~~p ~ ~~b and ~V) regardless of the order of yoelding of the 
component members or hinges !n a particular mechanismo However 9 for structures 
that fai 1 through successive ruptures of its components 9 the capacity of a 
structure depends on the order in which the component members fail and a 
fai lure path then corresponds to a particular order on wh~ch the component 
failures occur (Examples ~ and ~ ~ ia)o 
A major pract!ca1 d~fficu]ty will invariably be present in the 
evaluation of the resu1ting integrals for the purpose of determining the 
distribution function of the system capacntyo Numerical evaluation of 
these integrals appears to be general]y necessaryo A~other diffncuJty [5 
concerned wHth the identnficatijon of G. for a given problem; a more systematic 
~ 
procedure should be found for thns purposeo 
The mode] described herenn is appl ncable also for structures 
where col lapse can be caused by severa] modes of failure such as the combination 
of bending 9 ax[al p snear p and torsional modes 0 
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v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS~ONS 
A number of fundamental questions pertaining to the probabil istic 
analysis of safety of structures and structural systems are examinedo The 
major po[nts expounded in the report can be summarized as fol 1ows~ 
(1) Under suitab~e assumptions which are appropriate for many 
civil engineering structures it is shown that the risk function h(N) is a 
monotonically decreasing function of the number of past loads sustained v or 
h(N) < h(N-1) for all N > ( 18) 
and 
hence 9 the reliabi1 ity functaon ns v L(N) > (l=Pf)N 
(2) For a general determinate system subjected to external ~oads 
the forces induced ~n the members are a~ways perfectly correlated p wh~]e the 
member strengths are ~ijke!y to be partially correlated. The failure probabi~ sty 
for this genera] case isv 
00 00 00 
=J [J' ooo}" f ~ · dr 1000dr J"f (s)ds pU90000pm p pm s 
o a ls a s p pm 
l f 1 d r 1 0 0 0 d r Jf (s ) d s 
nOpOOopnm n nm s 
(47) 
~oo -00 -00 
If the member resistances are assumed to be statistically independentv 
Eq 0 (47) becomes 
00 0 
-J ~ [] = F 0 (a. s ) Jf (s) d s 
i = 1 P ij ~ s 
r m 
r II 
I 
u i=i 
F . (a.s)f (s)ds 
n! I S 
(44) 
o -00 
wh[ch has been proved to be the largest possible failure probabi] ity for a 
determinate systemo 
(3) Although the generally accepted assumption (that failures of 
j 
the members are statistically independent events) is physica]lv impausible D 
the necessary calculations are simplero The resulting probability of failure 
~o~ Ii 
P~ gijven as Eqo (50) is aiways larger than Pfo or 
(4) The rel iabil ity function for a determinate system p ~hereforep 
~s a very conservative estimate of the true rel lability of a statically 
de~erm!nate systemo 
(5)· The determination of the reliab~lity of a statically ~ndetermlnate 
system (that ~SD the probability of no damag' to the original system) ~nvo]ves 
the same formu 1 at i on as that of a deter.ml"~.t~., ~ys temo 
Hance D the procedure for calculating the surviva! probability and a~~ rei~ted 
conclusions stated above pertaining to determinate systems apply also to 
statijca11y Indeterminate systemko 
(6) The determination of the probability of i 1 ure (co 1 ~ apse) 
of an indeterminate system p however p is much more diff!cult tha~ that of a 
determinate system. A conceptual model is presented for this purpose i~ 
symb01ic terms and its application is illustrated for ductile and brittle 
structures. 
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(7) From the illustrative problems p it seems clear that the physijca~ 
mean[ng of the paths of failure of an indeterminate system are different between 
a bratt~e system and a ductule systemo For brittle systems v the fao]ure paths 
depend on the sequence of member fai]ures 9 while for yieldong structures the 
fai lure paths correspond on1y to different possib1e failure mechanisms 
regard~ess of the order in which the individual hinges are formed withJn 
mechannsmo 
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